Another cause of chest pain: *Staphylococcus aureus* sternal osteomyelitis in an otherwise healthy adult
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Abstract: Chest pain requires a detailed differential diagnosis with good history-taking skills to differentiate between cardiogenic and noncardiogenic causes. Moreover, when other symptoms such as fever and elevated white blood cell count are involved, it may be necessary to consider causes that include infectious sources. A 53-year-old female with no significant past medical history returned to the hospital with recurrent complaints of chest pain that was constant, substernal, reproducible, and exacerbated with inspiration and expiration. The chest pain was thought to be noncardiogenic, as electrocardiography did not demonstrate changes, and cardiac enzymes were found to be negative for signs of ischemia. The patient’s blood cultures were analyzed from a previous admission and were shown to be positive for *Staphylococcus aureus*. The patient was started empirically on vancomycin, which was later switched to ceftriaxone as the bacteria were more sensitive to this antibiotic. A transthoracic echocardiogram did not demonstrate any vegetation or signs of endocarditis. There was a small right pleural effusion discovered on X-ray. Therefore, computed tomography as well as magnetic resonance imaging of the chest were performed, and showed osteomyelitis of the chest. The patient was continued on intravenous ceftriaxone for a total of 6 weeks. Tests for HIV, hepatitis A, B, and C were all found to be negative. The patient had no history of childhood illness, recurrent infections, or previous trauma to the chest, and had had no recent respiratory infections, pneumonia, or any underlying lung condition. Hence, her condition was thought to be a case of primary sternal osteomyelitis without known cause.
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Introduction

There is a large differential for cardiogenic sources of chest pain: pericarditis, myocardial infarction (MI), aortic aneurysm rupture, heart failure, aortic stenosis, and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Pericarditis is generally sharp pain relieved with leaning forward. MI and ischemia are long-lasting (>30 minutes), exertional, and can radiate to the arms and jaw. Ruptured aortic aneurysm is characterized by a severe and ripping sharp pain that can extend down the back and can be accompanied by blood pressure differential in the upper extremities. Valvular abnormalities and cardiomyopathy can also cause chest pain and may be detected on auscultation and echocardiogram, associated with syncope, fatigue, shortness of breath, jugular venous distension, orthopnea, etc.

Noncardiogenic causes are also important. Gastrointestinal sources include gastritis, esophagitis, peptic ulcer disease, esophageal spasm, and Boerhaave’s syndrome. Gastritis, esophagitis, and dyspepsia are generally correlated to acidic food intake or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug use. Drinking cold water, or anxiety, can provoke...
esophageal spasm. Boerhaave’s syndrome is generally found in the alcoholic who retches profoundly with hematemesis. Musculoskeletal (costochondritis, Tietze syndrome, inflammation, fibromyalgia) sources of chest pain are generally reproducible in nature with palpation or by performing motions contracting chest wall muscles. Respiratory causes of chest pain (pulmonary embolism, pleurisy) can also be accompanied by cardiac arrest, desaturation, shortness of breath, and sharp pain with inspiration and expiration. Psychogenic or neurologic sources of chest pain include panic attack with periodic episodes of nervousness and sweating, or systemic conditions of neurotransmitter imbalance such as fibromyalgia.

This brings us to what we generally would place in the lower part of our differential as noncardiogenic. Infectious causes of chest pain can sometimes include shingles and is usually accompanied by a rash. In this case report, our patient was found to have osteomyelitis in her sternum, which is exceedingly rare in the immunocompetent patient.

Case presentation
The patient was a 53-year-old female with no significant past medical history who presented back to the hospital with similar complaints of chest pain. The family and social history were noncontributory. Electrocardiography (EKG) showed normal sinus rhythm with no ischemic changes (Figure 1). On previous admission, the patient had presented with new-onset chest pain that was sudden, constant, and severe, with fever and leukocytosis. The patient was deemed at that time to have a viral illness in addition to costochondritis and was discharged on cyclobenzaprine as well as a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory (ibuprofen).

The patient’s chest pain did not improve, and she returned after the initial admission to the hospital. The blood cultures from the previous admission came back positive for *Staphylococcus aureus*. The patient had, at the previous admission, originally presented with leukocytosis at 19,000 white blood cells per mL and with fever as high as 102°F (39°C) that had both immediately trended down. Low-grade fever was also present on this admission without leukocytosis. The patient did have some days on which her heart rate was above 90 beats per minute and respirations were occasionally over 20, thus septic by criteria.

The Infectious Disease service was contacted for management of infection and recommended to repeat blood cultures to confirm no further growth of the organism after administration of antibiotics for 48 hours. The patient was also switched to intravenous (IV) ceftriaxone 2 g daily from IV vancomycin 1,250 mg twice daily, as the *Staphylococcus* bacteria were sensitive to ceftriaxone and resistant to penicillins. With the presentation of chest pain in addition to mild murmur, fever, and bacteremia, it was thought the patient may have some suggestion of endocarditis, and a transthoracic echocardiogram was performed. The patient had normal ejection fraction and only trivial regurgitation of valves, except for the mitral valve, which showed mild regurgitation.

A transesophageal echocardiogram was not performed because the treatment for the osteomyelitis and any possible

![Figure 1 Electrocardiogram.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Note:** This was a normal electrocardiogram with no changes.

**Abbreviations:** a, augmented; V, vector; L, left; R, right; F, foot.
endocarditis would have been the same; moreover, there were no gross abnormalities on the echocardiogram that would warrant surgical correction as would be the case with endocarditis. Urine cultures and urinalysis were shown to have no growth of bacteria. These were collected in the emergency department prior to antibiotics, indicating the urine was not a source of infection. The patient was not producing any sputum and had no cough. The patient also had good dentition. Colonoscopy was recommended, as the patient was 53 years and had not yet had one; however, the patient had not had any melena or hematochezia.

The patient also had a chest X-ray performed on this admission to search for a pulmonary cause of her infection. The patient did have evidence of a new, small, right pleural effusion that was best visualized on lateral projection and which was not present on the first chest X-ray from the prior recent admission. The second admission’s X-rays are shown in Figure 2. For this reason, computed tomography (CT) of the chest without contrast was performed to further investigate the cause of the effusion. CT of the chest did suggest a possible non-displaced fracture of the sternum versus osteomyelitis of the sternum. After CT of the chest indicated osteomyelitis, magnetic resonance imaging of the chest with and without contrast was performed to confirm this presence; Figure 3 shows the magnetic resonance imaging findings. Osteomyelitis involving the manubrium and upper part of the sternum body was suggested. This was consistent with clinical findings, as the patient was extremely tender to palpation in these areas without overlying erythema. The patient’s chest pain did improve during her hospital course with administration of IV antibiotics. She underwent 6 weeks of treatment with IV antibiotics (IV ceftriaxone 2 g once daily).

The patient received a total of four complete blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein, and basic metabolic panel tests while on her course of antibiotics. The patient was provided with ibuprofen as well as oxycodone/acetaminophen. Her erythrocyte sedimentation rate went from 38 mm/hr to 18 mm/hr, then 15 mm/hr, and then 20 mm/hr (0–20 is normal). C-reactive protein was 9.9 mg/L and trended downward to 0.3, then 0.1, and then 2.2 mg/L (0–7.0 mg/L is normal). The patient had no recurrence of infection, although her chest pain persisted in subsequent months. Interestingly, the patient was found to have an antinuclear antibody of 1:320 centromere pattern on subsequent laboratory testing in follow-up, after 5 months; this can indicate a rheumatologic disorder, which may have made her prone to joint destruction and subsequent infection.

Given that the patient was not immunocompromised to our or her knowledge, she had an HIV test performed and a hepatitis panel drawn. Prior to discharge, the hepatitis panel revealed negative hepatitis A, B core antibody, B surface antigen, and C antibody. She had negative urinalysis and a negative HIV test. The patient was found to have elevated liver function. On April 5, 2013, testing showed aspartate aminotransferase of 103 U/L, alanine aminotransferase of 180 U/L, and alkaline phosphatase at 135 U/L. The patient’s liver function tests trended downward to 76 U/L of aspartate aminotransferase and 144 U/L of alanine aminotransferase. Alkaline phosphatase level, however, trended slightly upward from 135 U/L to 150 U/L a couple of days later. The exact etiology of the elevated liver function tests is unclear, but may have been a complication of systemic inflammatory response syndrome/sepsis rather than induced by medication. The patient did not have a positive hepatitis panel or demonstrate any abdominal pain.
Discussion

Approximately 1% of primary care visits are related to chest pain, and 1.5% of these individuals will have unstable angina or acute MI. A quick and cost-effective means of ruling out cardiac causes is a 12-lead EKG to evaluate for such instances as the following: ST segment depressions or elevations; new onset of left bundle branch block; suggestions of old infarct such as Q waves; or new onset of T wave inversions.1 Chest pain or symptoms thought to be related to myocardial ischemia or infarction account for 8%-10% of the 119 million emergency department visits that occur yearly in the United States.2

There are very few cases of idiopathic causes of osteomyelitis of the sternum. Most of these cases involve cardiac surgery and the complications from sternal incision post-surgery.3,4 Infection post-cardiac surgery for procedures such as coronary artery bypass grafting and valve replacement is so common that one study even developed a model using mice to help deal with these infections; the study was used to determine the appropriate amount of antibiotic to administer.5 Other cases of sternal osteomyelitis involve an immunodeficiency with some kind of entrance point.6 Abscess appears to be common, as it featured in multiple cases of sternal osteomyelitis.7 Other cases of sternal osteomyelitis after incidental trauma have been reported, even after cardiopulmonary resuscitation involving compressions.8,9 Another source of infection of community-acquired methicillin-resistant S. aureus sternal osteomyelitis is IV drug use.10-12 Apparently, with repeated introduction of bacteria intravenously, there is greater risk of seeding the sternum. Interestingly, there have been several pediatric cases reported with no apparent risk factors.10

Treatment suggestions for sternal osteomyelitis vary throughout the literature, and the osteomyelitis has even been proposed to include surgery in earlier times as an article in an article from the 1970s, which states that the condition “warrants prompt recognition and surgical treatment”.13 Moreover, it is known that the offending agent is generally S. aureus or Pseudomonas; however, there have been multiple reports of tuberculosis causing these infections.13-15 Other rare bacteria have been implicated, including Apophysomyces elegans in a case involving minor trauma, for which treatment featured amphotericin B as well as extensive surgical debridement.16

Treatment of sternal osteomyelitis in recent literature includes debridement, if the osteomyelitis is extensive, as well as antibiotic use.16,17 Hyperbaric oxygen chamber treatment may also result in positive outcomes. Hyperbaric chamber use has also been shown to reduce the number of days spent in the intensive care unit, with mortality found to be lower than when the hyperbaric chamber is not used.17 Fortunately, our patient did not have such an extensive infection that an abscess was found, and the infection resolved with 6 weeks of IV ceftriaxone antibiotic treatment.

Conclusion

This report describes a patient who developed primary osteomyelitis of the sternum and manubrium without any history of IV drug abuse or any other obvious reason for bacterial introduction. The patient had no recent central lines placed or infections that could have accounted for this. Moreover, the patient was not known to be immunocompromised. Hence, this case stands as a rare event in medicine, wherein an individual developed primary osteomyelitis without a clear underlying cause. The positive ANA in follow-up with 1:320 titters, however, made her suspect for a possible rheumatologic disorder, which may have made her more prone to joint destruction and infection.
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